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PURPOSE 
Physician progress notes are an important record for clinical care and communication with care
team members and patients. They also support measurements of care quality, research,
automated and manual quality improvement, and billing.1 Clinical notes are increasingly created
using EHR documentation tools and appear in electronic form. The transition from paper to
electronic documentation yielded many advantages, including making it possible for multiple
people to access notes simultaneously, improved legibility, and the ability to more easily search 
notes. 

However electronic notes are criticized for poor readability, overuse of copy and paste,2 and 
increased length due to the importation of data stored in other parts of the EHR. Physicians
have voiced strong concerns that writing notes in EHRs takes more time than using paper or
dictation; a consequence is that progress notes may not be completed and available to other
team members until long after the episode of care.3 Documentation requirements have also
contributed to widespread physician dissatisfaction with EHRs. Though use of voice recognition
software, scribes, and other novel approaches may improve physician satisfaction in clinics,
inpatient setting workflow is markedly different and is less conducive to these approaches.
Traditional dictation turn-around-time and cost are barriers to broader use of dictation for 
inpatient progress notes. 

Most concerning is the perception that electronic notes may not accurately reflect what was
observed during a patient encounter, which threatens the primary use of notes—to aid in caring
for patients—and also their use for scientific research.4 Some physicians find modern EHR
progress notes too unreliable to use as the basis for decision-making. 

The project is an attempt to address the problems of electronic progress notes. In this paper we
describe the development, implementation and evaluation of a voice-generated enhanced 
electronic note system (VGEENS), integrating voice recognition and transcription with natural
language processing and links to the EHR, which is designed to match physician rounding
workflow. We also present results of a randomized controlled trial to determine the effect of
using this new method of writing inpatient progress notes on note timeliness, quality, and
physician satisfaction, in comparison with writing notes in the usual way, through typing into
partially populated templates. 

SCOPE 
Moving from paper to electronic physician documentation has improved the availability of notes
within EHRs, but is also associated with problems in the quality, timeliness of those notes, and
with physician time spent on the process of writing them. The purpose of this project is to
address these problems with a novel method of creating inpatient progress notes. 

METHODS 

Setting and system description 

This work was conducted on the medical services of UW Medical Center and Harborview 
Medical Center, which are major teaching hospitals of the University of Washington. Together
there are 34,915 admissions annually. The transition from paper to electronic notes occurred in
2006 using note writing applications Cerner Millennium (Cerner Corp., Kansas City, MO). 
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Nearly all progress notes on these inpatient services are typed using the Clinical Notes Editor,
based on templates that automatically import patient-specific data such as medication lists, vital 
signs, and laboratory results. 

After development and testing of the VGEENS system to create progress notes, and integrating
it into the existing commercial EHR, we used a randomized controlled trial to compare the
following 3 outcomes between the intervention group, using this new method, and control group, 
entering notes using a keyboard: 1. The time between the patient isn't on hospital rounds and
the availability of the note in the EHR; 2. Physician satisfaction with this new method of writing
notes in comparison with the usual method and 3. The quality of the note as assessed by
manual quality review using published instruments (PDQI-9).5 

Study design 

To test the effect of VGEENS on the length of time between rounds and availability of notes in
the EHR, on physician satisfaction with note writing, and on note quality, we are conducting a
randomized clinical trial. Internal medicine residents and attending hospitalist physicians were 
contacted through meetings and email messages and invited to participate in a trial of VGEENS.
After a description of the study, physicians who agreed to participate and who gave informed
consent were randomly assigned to either the intervention or control group (See Figure 2). The
control group created progress notes as they usually do, typing notes using a locally developed
template in Cerner’s Clinical Note Editor. The intervention group uses the VGEENS system to
create progress notes as described above. 

Data sources/collection 

We gathered time of hospital rounding using times recorded on paper rounding sheets. We
determined the time progress notes were available for other clinicians to view using data
extracted from our EHR. Physician satisfaction was assessed using a survey delivered by 
email. Note quality is being assessed using manual review of notes. Each of these are
described in greater detail in Outcomes, below. 

Interventions 

In this study we developed a system to use physician voice to create inpatient progress notes.
This new system, which we call VGEENS (voice-generated enhanced electronic note system),
was used by study intervention physicians while on hospital rounds. While at the bedside or
after leaving it, the physician enters a 9 digit patient identifier and records a voice file on a cell 
phone using an Android application developed by one of the study personnel (DA). When the 
dictation is complete, the physician presses a ‘send’ button causing the voice file to be securely
(via encrypted connection) transferred via the existing hospital wireless network to a server for
processing and then deleted from the phone. On the server, the file containing the digitally
recorded dictation is converted to text using licensed commercial automated speech recognition
software (Dragon Medical Practice Edition, Nuance) without interactive editing, using the 
subject’s voice profile. Currently, voice commands are use to break the note into sections
corresponding to the preferred UW progress note format (Chief Complaint, Interval History,
Exam, Laboratory and Imaging, Assessment and Plan). During the course of the study we
added features to automatically format the section headers using bold, capitalized font, and in
response to voice commands to insert formatted patient vital signs and select laboratory test 
results. The transcribed note is sent to the EHR Inbox. All these coordinated automated steps 
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occur within 5 minutes of the creation of the voice file on the VGEENS application. From the 
EHR Inbox, the physician can edit the document, route it to recipients and then sign it, which
places it in the patient’s EHR record. 

Control subjects create notes using the Clinical Notes Editor6 in which the physician types or 
copies and pastes text into a template automatically populated with patient medication list, vital 
signs, and laboratory results. 

Outcomes 

Here we report results of the 3 outcomes measured in this study: the time between when the
subject saw the patient on rounds and time the electronic progress note was available in the
EHR for authorized users to view, and satisfaction with the note writing process of both
intervention and control subjects using an email questionnaire. 

Measures 

Both intervention and control physicians manually recorded the time they saw each patient 
during morning rounds on a paper rounding sheet each day in the period in which they
participated in the study. The rounding sheets are placed in a box in a secure patient care area
and were collected by study personnel. We use the time recorded on this rounding sheet to 
determine when the patient was visited on rounds, and to determine the number and identity of
patients in that physician’s hospital census that day. Electronic progress note metadata (but not
the text of the note) including EHR logging data showing when the notes were created, when
they were viewable in the EHR, and when they were signed, were obtained from our analytical
data repository (Amalga, Caradigm) which contains a subset of EHR data extracted for analysis
and research. We determined the number of minutes between the patient visit and the
availability of a viewable progress note in the EHR by subtracting the time the patient was seen
on rounds from the time the note was viewable. Dictated and VGEENS notes are viewable by
others when transcribed for intervention notes, and when signed for manually typed (control)
notes; for this reason our outcome for notes was signing for typed notes and transcription time 
for notes created with VGEENS. 

Satisfaction with the process of creating notes was measured using a modification of the
Canada Health Infoway System And Use Assessment Survey.7 Sections 1, 2 and 3 covering 
overall user satisfaction, system quality, and information quality will be adapted for use in this
study. The survey will be administered electronically using WebQ survey tools implemented in
the University of Washington Catalyst toolkit. A weblink to the survey was sent via email in a 
format familiar to UW physicians. 

Note quality was being measured using the PQRI-9 survey and a single question: “‘Please rate 
the overall quality of this note’ with a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (‘very poor’) to 5 (‘excellent’).”
PQRI-9 scores are being assigned by 4 reviewers. Each note is being separately scored by 2
reviewers. The sum of the PQRI-9 scores and overall score from the reviewers was averaged.
Thus, each note had 2 indicators of quality: PQRI-9 and the overall quality score. 
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Limitations 

We limited this study to physicians on the internal medicine in two teaching hospitals for
creating inpatient progress notes but not admission notes, procedure notes, discharge
summaries and other physician documentation. The VGEENS intervention was developed for
this and was enhanced with new features during the period of the study; for this reason, the
intervention had more features later in the study than at the beginning. There were few periods
of technical difficulty (downtime, note-creation problems) but those that occurred were more
common in the first few months of the study than in later months. For this reason, the
intervention was improved and more reliable later in the study when fewer notes were created
using the enhanced version. 

Measurement of note quality is labor intensive and in the judgement of this study investigators is
subjective and open to interpretation. We did not systematically measure how frequently
copying and pasting of notes occurred though the prevalence of this practice was one of the
drivers for this work. 

Statistical analysis 

Differences between intervention and control groups in note availability delay were compared
using a random effects general least squares regression to determine if there was clustering by
provider or secular trends. Outcomes were assessed both by an intention-to-treat approach as
well by per-protocol use of the VGEENS system. 

The University of Washington Institutional Review Board approved this study. 

RESULTS 

Principal findings 

1. Development of application 

We successfully developed and deployed our VGEENS application and supporting server
application and incorporated it into the workflow of intervention physicians. All cell phone
features other than Wi-Fi were disabled and the system was reviewed and approved by the UW
Medicine security team. Integration with our commercial inpatient EHR was successfully
achieved with very little impact on the EHR and its operation. 

Monitoring software and was written to assure that this system was available nearly
continuously. Training materials were created, smart phones acquired, and subjects were
randomized intervention were instructed on how to use this during hospital rounds. 

There were remarkably few problems in using these phones. Occasionally (about 2 or 3 times a
month), the software systems have to be restarted. Most of these problems occur early in the 
trial. 

2. Notes written 

We solicited subjects using recruitment emails to resident and attending physicians on the 
Medicine service at UWMC and Harborview. All were internal medicine physicians practicing on 
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the Medicine service at UW Medical Center or Harborview Medical Center. Forty nine subjects 
agreed to participate and received informed consent. Of these 49 subjects, 49% percent were
randomized to intervention and 51% to the control group. Of these, 31 contributed at least one 
note during the study period; 58% of those were attendings. The 18 physicians who did not
contribute at least one note did not do so because they were not on a medical service rotation in 
which their responsibilities include writing daily progress notes during the study period or for 
other reasons. 

We excluded from analysis discharge summaries, patients for whom there was a note but no
rounding time recorded, and timing data on patients who did not have a progress note written
either because the patient was discharged, transferred to another service that day, expired, or
because the progress note was written that day by a physician or medical student not
participating in this study. 

Subjects wrote 1852 inpatient progress notes during the study period. Of these 1143 notes
(62%) were written by controls and 709 notes were written by intervention subjects. Most of the
notes (86%) were written by attending physicians. Of the notes written by intervention subjects,
70.4% were dictated using the VGEENS application and the remainder were typed, because the
VGEENS system was not operating or some technical error occurred, or because the physician
elected to type a note rather than dictate using VGEENS. 

Outcomes 

1. Timeliness of note availability 

The 31 subjects recorded rounding timing data on 1850 (99.9%) patient encounters on rounds
(Figure 3). The mean time that patients were seen on rounds was 9:58 am (median 9:40 am, 
earliest 1:30 am, latest 6:20 pm). The median number of minutes between the patient visit on
rounds and the availability of a progress note in the EHR for others to view was 190 minutes for
the control group (average 228, range 0 - 1149) and 227 minutes for the intervention group
(mean 307, range 7 - 1425), an unadjusted difference of 37 minutes longer for intervention 
compared with control. When adjusting for clustering by provider and secular trends, there was
no significant difference between the intervention and control groups in the time between time
patients were seen on rounds and when progress notes were viewable by others (95%
confidence interval -106.9 to 12.2 minutes). 

Among the 499 notes dictated using VGEENS, the median number of minutes between the
patient being seen on rounds and the availability of a progress note in the EHR for others to
view was 198 minutes (average 238, range 5 - 1420) compared with 350 (average 472, range 7
- 1425) for notes that were typed. 

2. Satisfaction with the note writing process 

Forty-five of 49 subjects completed the survey, an overall response rate of 91%. We excluded 
from survey analysis the 18 subjects who consented to the study but did not write at least one 
note. The response rate for the 31 subjects who completed at least one note was 100%. 
Among the 13 intervention subjects, 5 (38%) reported they were either highly or moderately
satisfied. Among the 18 control subjects, 10 (56%) of subjects rated their satisfaction with note 
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writing as either highly or modestly satisfied (10). There was no difference between intervention 
and control for portion highly or moderately satisfied (p=0.35). 

Survey comments illuminated subjects' reasons for their reported satisfaction and included
suggestions to improve VGEENS. Comments included observation that workflow was changed,
that dictating notes between patients while on rounds may delay other work such as calling
consultants and that voice recognition errors were bothersome and required editing. There
were requests that elements of the note that change less from one day to the next (chief
complaint, problem list, key elements of plan) should not have to be dictated anew each day
and requests for VGEENS to be available for use to create admission notes and discharge
summaries. Some said they did not have prior experience with dictation and so preferred using
a keyboard to write notes. 

3. Note quality 

When taking into account clustering by provider and secular trends, there was no significant
difference between the intervention and control groups in the overall assessment of note quality,
the sum of all PQRI-9 domains, or any of the individual domains. 

Discussion 

The most important result from this study is that we successfully developed and deployed a
simple, portable, open source application to use voice recognition to meet the rapid turnaround
and challenging workflow demands of the hospital environment. In addition, our methods to 
measure note timing provided the data we needed to measure one of our 3 outcomes. When
adjusting for covariates, there was no difference in time at which notes were available for others
to review. This is an unexpected result, and may be because physicians did not dictate their
note at the bedside or immediately after leaving the bedside as we had anticipated. We did not 
instruct them when to create their notes, but if we had encouraged them to do so soon after
seeing each patient then the notes would be available sooner. This could potentially be
improved by encouraging and perhaps coaching physicians to create notes during or soon after 
bedside rounds. This would have the additional benefit that they're less likely to forget details
from the history and physical where is if a dictated note hours later some of these details might
be forgotten or confused. After the voice file is created, it is available for others to view within 5 
minutes. 

We also learned that intern and resident physicians were averse to creating notes using
VGEENS. When asked why this is, their answers were that they have not had experienced with
dictation and are reluctant to learn a new skill during their busy clinical rotations. They also
comment that they are very familiar with creating notes using typing, templates and copy paste. 

Examination of 2 notes, one from intervention and one from control gives further insight into why
control notes were available faster than intervention notes. Below on the left is a VGEENS 
progress note which is compared to the progress note on the same patient the previous day.
On the right is a control note compared to the previous day’s progress note. Blue text indicates 
new text that day; strikethrough is the text from the previous day that was not present in the
current day’s note. 

In the VGEENS note the history, physical and most of the assessment are new. In the control 
note, the physical exam and most of the assessment are unchanged from the previous day. 
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There was no difference in timelines of note availability. Notes are created more rapidly using 
copying and pasting. It is our impression that this is the case. Though copying and pasting
speeds note creation, it may lead to a succession of daily progress notes which are very similar
to the note from the previous day, leading the reader to be uncertain as to whether the history,
physical and assessment are accurate for that day or instead reflect prior days’ observations. 

There was no difference between intervention and control for portion highly or moderately
satisfied. Comments included in the survey give insight as to why this may be. They include
unfamiliarity with use of dictation for progress notes, voice recognition errors, and difficulty in
inserting laboratory studies (which became available later in the study period when not available
to most intervention participants). VGEENS also requires that any structured plan or ‘checklist’
information that is often included in progress notes (phone numbers for family, code status, etc.)
be manually inserted into the note. Other VGEENS enhancements that became available late 
in the study were the ability to say “number next” to create a numbered list These and other
features can be added to VGEENS but time did not permit us to do so during the period of this
study. 

Conclusions 

We have developed a system to permit physicians to create progress notes in a commercial
EHR using voice using a simple approach that fits rounding workflow. Notes created are
available in the EHR within 5 minutes. Early results suggest that these voice-generated
electronic notes are available in the EHR later after than notes created using the keyboard at a
workstation, likely because they were ‘dictated’ later in the day. We found also that physicians
preferred the more familiar method of entering notes, though this may be because time-saving
features were not available to most intervention subjects during the time of this trial. 

Signficance 

Preliminary analysis of a small number of control notes suggests that notes may vary less day-
to-day in the control group—that is one day’s note is little changed from the previous day’s
note—and have less similarity when created using VGEENS. If this pattern is confirmed with
greater analysis, it could provide evidence that note accuracy may be higher with VGEENS
because copying and pasting is not needed to save time if notes are created using voice. 

We have more technical enhancements to the VGEENS system underway, and others may
follow after detailed outcome analysis and linguistic study of the manual note-editing process to 
determine if some of this might be automated. This analysis may lead to further improvements
in the speed of creating a note using VGEENS, and in its accuracy. Finally, we have not yet
leveraged more advanced NLP techniques to correct semantic errors within the note, nor to
extract encoded concepts form the narrative text. Work on these system improvements is
underway. There are tools available in our EHR to use NLP to extract problem list elements
from any note. Perhaps the greatest potential for this work is that we have developed a system
to create notes that captures physician thinking as close to rounds as possible; we have the
potential to suggest diagnostic and therapeutic interventions based on that thinking in near-real-
time rather than the end of the day or later. 

We have leveraged a commercial EHR by using mechanisms the EHR vendor provides to 
extract patient data and to insert notes using the same portal used by transcription services.
The latter is available in most EHRs. In the future we might use Fast Healthcare Interoperability 
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Resources (HL7 FHIR8) for the same purposes, making this application more portable across 
commercial EHRs. 
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PURPOSE 
Moving from paper to electronic physician documentation has improved the availability of notes
within EHRs, but is also associated with perceived decline in the quality and timeliness of those 
notes, and with physician time spent on the process of writing them. The purpose of this project 
is to address these problems with a novel method of creating inpatient progress notes. 

SCOPE 
Our project seeks to improve daily progress notes written for hospitalized patients on the
inpatient medical service in 2 teaching hospitals of the University of Washington. 

METHODS 
We developed and implemented a new voice-generated enhanced electronic note system
integrating voice recognition and transcription with natural language processing and links to the
electronic medical record 

We then conducted randomized trial to compare note timeliness, quality, and physician
satisfaction with the note writing process between physicians using VGEENS in comparison
with the usual note writing process. 

RESULTS 
The voice-generated enhanced electronic note system was successfully developed and
implemented. In the randomize controlled trial, control subjects created 1143 notes and
intervention subjects 709 notes. When adjusting for clustering by provider and secular trends,
there was no significant difference between the intervention and control groups in the time
between time patients were seen on rounds and when progress notes were viewable by others
(95% confidence interval -106.9 to 12.2 minutes). There were no significant differences in 
physician satisfaction or note quality between intervention and control. 

KEY WORDS 

Electronic health records 
Physician documentation
Automated speed recognition
Natural language processing 
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